Himanshu Thakur
Vill/Post: Pipalshah, Charthawal
Muzaffarnagar-247772
Uttar Pradesh
India
Telephone +91.0000000000
himanshu@madhulata.org

27/11/2021
Mr. Abhijeet Sandil
C41, New Ashok Nagar
New Delhi-110096
Delhi
India
Dear Mr. Abhijeet Sandil
Upon seeing the post on your website [or Job Board Name/LinkedIn] for the open position of UI/UX
designer at [Company Name], I felt compelled to submit my resume for your perusal. With exhaustive
experience designing and executing web-based user interfaces, I find myself as an ideal match for
this role.
With more than seven years in UI/UX designing and development, I am completely familiar with CSS,
jQuery and HTML to drive and design front-end development projects, right from their conception to
completion. I am also skilled at overseeing interactive communication and web-based projects with
demonstrated expertise at managing multiple projects simultaneously and completing them within the
stipulated time.
Some key highlights of my background are as follows:
• Experience involving in the redesigning of application framework, comprising redlining and
specifications, design in Adobe Illustrator, CSS3 implementation, developing interactive prototypes
in Axure and usability testing
• Ability to coordinate with designers and developers using Apache Subversion for version control
• Expert at training developers and designers on developing and using icon fonts in Photoshop and
Axure
• Proven ability in website UI redesign using wireframes, prototypes and usability case studies to
develop a fully functional web-based application
• Prowess in developing mockups and interactive prototypes with CSS3, jQuery and HTML5 for future
upgrades of the website
• Experience working with developers to fix myriads of UI-specific or CSS/HTML problems
• Designed and created new features for Web 2.0 to boost the UX and upgrade the web-based
platform
With my versatile and accomplished background in UI/UX design, I am sure to revolutionize the digital
footprint of your company.
I look forward to speaking with you soon to discuss how I could be beneficial to your organization.
Thank you in for your attention and time.
Sincerely,

Himanshu Thakur

Enclosure

